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#TechCommunity, are you ready to put your #HTML, #CSS, and

#JavaScript knowledge to the test? We've crafted a quiz that spans

everything from basic syntax to advanced concepts designed to challenge

and refine your skills.🎓✨

Why dive into this quiz?

 📚 Brush up on the latest web technologies.
 🧩 Solve challenges that stimulate your problem-solving skills.
 🌟 Shine in your professional network by showcasing your expertise.

Engage with:

 Semantic HTML and modern web practices
 CSS Flexbox, positioning, and selectors
 JavaScript essentials, from output to promises



Share your score using #WebDesignQuiz #FrontEnd #CodingChallenge

#DeveloperQuiz #LearnToCode #DigitalDesign. Let's create a space for

learning, sharing, and growing together in our amazing #WebDevelopment

field.

👉 Accept the challenge, engage with your peers, and let’s see who tops

the leaderboard!🏆

Question 1: HTML Structure

Which of the following is a self-closing tag?

 A) <div>
 B) <img>
 C) <p>
 D) <h1>

Answer: B) <img>

Question 2: CSS Selectors

Which selector targets an element with the id "header"?

 A) .header
 B) #header
 C) header
 D) *header

Answer: B) #header

Question 3: JavaScript Output

How do you display an alert dialog with the message "Hello World"?



 A) alertBox("Hello World");
 B) console.log("Hello World");
 C) document.write("Hello World");
 D) alert("Hello World");

Answer: D) alert("Hello World");

Question 4: Responsive Web Design

Which HTML5 element is best suited for marking up a footer section?

 A) <footer>
 B) <bottom>
 C) <div>
 D) <section>

Answer: A) <footer>

Question 5: CSS Flexbox

Which property sets the default size of a flex item?

 A) flex-basis
 B) flex-grow
 C) flex-shrink
 D) flex-align

Answer: A) flex-basis

Question 6: HTML Semantics

What element is used to define independent content, such as a blog post?

 A) <section>
 B) <article>
 C) <div>
 D) <content>



Answer: B) <article>

Question 7: JavaScript Arrays

Which method is used to add new items to the end of an array?

 A) .push()
 B) .pop()
 C) .shift()
 D) .unshift()

Answer: A) .push()

Question 8: CSS Positioning

Which CSS property specifies the stack order of an element?

 A) z-index
 B) order
 C) stack
 D) layer

Answer: A) z-index

Question 9: HTML Links

How do you set a link to open in a new tab?

 A) <a href="url" target="_blank">
 B) <a href="url" new="true">
 C) <a href="url" target="new">
 D) <a href="url" open="newTab">

Answer: A) <a href="url" target="_blank">

Question 10: JavaScript Promises



Which object represents the eventual completion (or failure) of an

asynchronous operation?

 A) AsyncFunction
 B) Observable
 C) Promise
 D) setTimeout

Answer: C) Promise


